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ABSTRACT 
The matrix exponential plays an important role in the study of dynamical systems 
and linear systems. An elementary method is discussed for computing etA for general 
A 6 ~nx, .  It is shown that this method can be applied to generate xplicit formulas 
for e tA in various forms. Using this method, some well-known formulas are rederived, 
and some new formulas are also derived. As applications, explicit formulas for n = 3 
or n = 4 are given. In each case, a characterization f e tA is also made, based on the 
entries of A alone. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1, INTRODUCTION 
The following differential equation plays a fundamental role in the study 
of dynamical systems [7] and linear systems [8]: 
k =Ax,  x(O) = x 0, 0 ~ t < ~, (1) 
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where x and x 0 are n-vectors and A ~ W n×" (i.e., A is an n × n matrix of 
complex constants). It is well known that the theoretical solution to this 
equation is given by x(t )  = etaxo ,  where for any X ~ W "x", 
X k 
e x & 2~ --~-.. (2) 
k=O 
The computation of e tA has attracted much attention in the past few 
decades. Many algorithms have been devised. Moler and Van Loan [10] gave 
a thorough review of various such efforts. In general, the nineteen ways to 
compute the exponential of a matrix described in [10] have drawbacks. 
Because of the ubiquitous presence of the matrix exponential in the study 
of control theory, effective computation of e tA remains an active area [3, 13]. 
From the theoretical nd practical points of view, exphcit formulas for e tA are 
desired. Apostol [1] gave explicit formulas for some special cases. His ap- 
proach is simple and elegant, but it doesn't seem to be generalizable to the 
general cases. Putzer [11] and Kirchner [9] both gave formulas for the general 
cases. However, their approaches are quite complicated, and the formulas are 
not as explicit as we would like. Furthermore, these explicit formulas do not 
deal with confluent eigenvalues in the most general case. 
Bernstein and So [3] gave explicit formulas for n = 2 and for some special 
cases when n > 2. Motivated by their results, we proposed in [4] a method 
for computing e tA  which is elementary in nature and yet powerful enough to 
handle any A ~ W n×". In this paper, we will use that method to derive more 
explicit formulas for etA. The case when A has any number of confluent 
eigenvalues will be discussed. Our results imply some well-known formulas, 
like those in [1], as special cases. For n = 3 or n = 4, we will give explicit 
formulas in terms of A and its eigenvalues, and a characterization will be 
made based on the entries of A only. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout his paper, we will use PA(X) and Ma(x)  to denote the 
characteristic polynomial and the minimal polynomial of A. We start with 
the celebrated Cayley-Hamilton theorem: 
THEOREM 1 (Cayley-Hamilton). PA( A)  = O. 
This theorem implies in particular that for A ~ W "x", A" can be 
expressed in terms of I, A . . . . .  A n- 1. Therefore e tA  can  in turn be expressed 
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in terms of I, A,. . . , A”- ‘. Indeed, if M,(r) has degree m (m G n), then 
m-l 
e tA = &hWk (3) 
for some analytic functions f,(t), f,(t), . . . ,fm_l(t). In the next section, we 
will discuss a method of determining fk.t), k = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1. 
The Jordan normal form of a matrix plays a very important role in the 
following discussions. To facilitate simple notations, we define ],(A> to be 
the Jordan block of size m with eigenvalue h. That means 
Let B,,... , B, be square complex matrices, not necessarily of the same size. 
The direct sum of B,, . . . , B,, denoted by B, CB me* CB B,, is the matrix 
‘4 \ 
B2 
\ q 
B, can be referred to as the kth diagonal block of the direct sum. 
LEMMA 1. [~~(h>]~ = (c$‘),~~. where for 1 < i, j < m, 
C(k) = 
'I ( 1 j ff. i Ak-(j-0; 
here 
if O<aCborb<O. 
In particular, [Jm(h)lk is upper triangular. 
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Proof. Use mathematical induction and note that for 1 < i < j ~ m, 
ij =A~i j  ~i+l, j  =A j j - ? -  1 
The other cases can be verified directly. 
The symbol Om× m will be used to denote the m-by-m zero matrix. The 
size may be omitted if this results in no confusion. 
COROLLARY 1. For 0 <~ k < m, [ Jm( I ~ ) - I z I ]k is equal to 0 mx,, except 
that the k th upper-diagonal e ements are all equal to 1. Furthermore, 
[Jm(/z) - /z I ]  k = 0m× m forall k >1 m. (4) 
Proof. Noting that Jm (12,) -- ~ I  = Jm(O), we have by Lemma 1 that if 
1 ~< k < m, then the only nonzero elements are on the kth upper  diagonal 
where j - i=k  and 
c~.)= (jk_i)Ok-(J-i)= (~)0°=1.  
When k /> m, it is obvious that c}~) = 0 for all i, j .  
EXAMPLE 1. Let A = J4(h). Then 
A 2 
A 2 2A 1 0 / 
J 
0 A 2 2A 1 
0 0 h 2 2A ' 
0 0 0 A 2 
A 3 
A 3 3A 2 3A 1 1 
J 
0 k 3 3A 2 3A 
0 0 h a 3A 2 ' 
0 0 0 A 3 
A 4 
A 4 4A 3 6A 2 4A / 
0 A 4 4A 3 6A ~ 
0 0 A 4 4A 3 ' 
0 0 0 h 4 
A 5 
A 5 5A 4 10h 3 10A 2 
0 h 5 5A 4 10A a 
0 0 A 5 5A 4 
0 0 0 h 5 
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LEMMA 2. e tl'(a) = (dij)mxm, where 
I tj_i 
di j eat 
= ( j  - i )T '  
0 
l <~ i <~j <~ m, 
otherwise. 
Proof. For l  < i  ~<j~<m, 
dij 
I k p(k)~k oo [ 4 ~ij " ~ j 
=E k~ =E 
k=0 k=0 
i ) tkAk-(j-i) 
k! 
t J - '  ~ (x t )  z 
=e At _ _  
t j - i  
(J - 0!" 
EXAMPLE 2. I 1 t t2/2 t3/61 If A --J4()t), then e ta = e at 0 1 t t~/2 ]. 
/ oo lo  o | 
Fors>t0 ,  r>/1 ,  and l~<k~<r ,  wedefine 
Hr(s )&( (a , ,a  2 . . . . .  ar )~. /F r :a ,~>0 and i=l~'~ai=s)' (5) 
H(k)(s) a= {(al ' a2 . . . . .  at) E Hr(s) :  a k = 0}. (6) 
LEMMA 3. YIT=l[Jm(l~t)]P, = (a,/)mx m, where for 1 <~ i <~j <~ m, 
~_£. [ \ 
atj = ~., | | [ Pt |lZf'-~', (7) 
a~Hr(j-i) l= 1 \ 
and a~j = 0 for 1 < j < i < m. 
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Proof. We will use induction on r. The case when r = 2 should be very 
easy to check. For the inductive step, we note that the product is obviously 
upper triangular. For 1 ~< i ~<j ~< m, the (i,j) element of 
r--1 ) 
H [Jm(~i)] pi [Jm( /J'r)] "r, 
i=l 
by Lemma 1 and the induction hypothesis, is equal to 
k=l 
t ][( Pr E H bl ~ pl-b' 
bent l(k_i)/=1 j -- k] 
(8) 
For 1 ~<k-N<j~<m, and for each b ~Hr_l(k-i), let a~Hr( j - i )  be 
such that 
{~z l = 1 . . . . .  r -  1, 
at= '-k, l=r. 
Then 
l=l(Plll'bpl-bl](jPrk) ] /=lfi(Pl) ]'Lpl-al" 
For l  ~<j <k  ~<m, 
j PJk) = 0 
and hence the term does not contribute to the sum. Therefore (8) becomes 
fi(Pl~ pz-az 
a~nr(j_i) /=l all l'bl ' 
as desired. • 
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In this section we will discuss a method of computing etA as a finite 
polynomial in A, with analytic functions of t as coefficients. The method was 
proposed in [4]. We will see how this technique can be employed to generate 
explicit formulas of various types, including some well-known results. 
Throughout the section, we assume A ~ ~,,xn and m A degree of Ma(x). 
LEMMA 4. I f  A has distinct eigenvalues A 1 . . . . .  /~r,  Ma(x)= 
I-I~= l(x -- Aj)mj, and A is in its Jordan normal form, then 
m-1 
e tA= EA( t )A  k, (9) 
k~O 
where the fk(t) 's satisfy the following system of m equations: 
-- 7re", ', j = 1,. r ,  i = o ,  - 
k=i i. ""  
. 
(9a) 
(Note that m = F.~= l mj.) 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A = ]ml( /~l )  
• "- $ Jm (At) $ A' where A' is the direct sum of the other Jordan blocks. If 
e tA satisfies (9), then we must have 
etJm~ (xO ~ ...  ~ etJ~rCar) $ e tA' 
m-1 
E fk(t)([Jm,(/~l)] k (~) "'" ~ [Jm~(Ar)] k (~ (At)k I, 
k=O 
which is equivalent to 
m-1 
et1"J(x~) = E fk ( t )  Jmj , j = 1 . . . . .  r, (10) 
k=O 
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and 
m-1 
eta' = E A(t ) (A ' ) t` .  (11) 
k=0 
Consider (10) for each j = 1 . . . . .  r. All matrices involved are upper triangu- 
lar, and in each matrix, elements on the same diagonal are equal. On the ith 
upper diagonal, i --- 0, 1 . . . . .  mj - 1, (10) implies 
1 - ' fk(t)  = -:.e ajt, 
k=~ il 
by Lemmas 1 and 2. As for Equation (11), since for each Jordan block B in 
A' there is a/m(Aj) which contains B, the consideration of J%(Aj) above has 
"covered" B. FiJence (11) gives no more equations. • 
EXAMPLE 3. Let A = Ja(A) • J2(/~) • Ja(/x). Then we have Ma(x) = 
(x - a)3(x - ~)2, and 
At'= [Ja(A)] t`(9 [J2(/x)] k(9 [/(/z)]t` 
Ak kAt`_l k (k  - 1) At`_ 2 
2 
0 At`  k At`- 1 
0 0 A k 
k/zt`- 1 ) 
and 
e tA = et]z(x) ~ etJ2(t t) ~ et]l (it) 
1 t t2/2 ) 
=eat  0 1 t 
0 0 1 
~,[ 1 
• e ~0 e/ t t (1 ) .  1 1 
Since e tA = E~=oft`(t)At` is equivalent to 
et]a(~) = 
4 
E A(t)[I3(*)] t`, 
k=0 
etJd ~ -_ 
4 
A( t )  [jz(/~)] k, 
k=0 
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4 
e t]~(~) = E A(t)[/ l( /z)] k, 
k=0 
the ft(t) 's must satisfy the equations: 
X4f,0) + X~f~O) 
4Aaf4(t) + 3Azf3(t) 
6X~f,O) + 3Xf~t) 
~4f4(t) + Ixafa(t) 
4/~3f4(t) + 3/zzfa(t) 
+ a2f~(t) +Af l ( t )  +fo( t )  = e At, 
+ 2Af2(t) +fl(t)  = te ~', 
+ f2(t) = (t2/2)e ~t, 
+ tt2f~(t) +t~f~(t) +fo( t )  = e ~t, 
+ 9~f~(t)  +f~(t) = te"'. 
The first three equations above are taken from et13¢~) = 
E~0ft(t)[ J3()t)]  k, and the last two from e th(~) = E~ofk(t)[J~(/x)] k. Note 
that e th~) = E4~0fk(t)[Jl(/z)] k doesn't yield any new equations. 
The beauty of the expression e tA = E~o~fk(t)A k is that exactly the same 
expression is valid even if A is not in its Jordan normal form, as the following 
theorem shows: 
THWOI~V.M 2. Let )t 1 . . . . .  Ar be the distinct eigenvalues of A, and 
MA(X) = l-l~=x(x - l~j) mj. Then e tA  = E~o~fk(t)A k,where the fk(t)'s satisfy 
the equation (9a). 
Proof. A can be converted into its Jordan normal form J, i.e., there 
exists a nonsingular matrix M such that M-IAM = J. We then have A = 
MJM -1, and hence 
oo tkA k 
etA= y" k--F = MetIM-1 
k=O 
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By Lemma 3 
Consequently, 
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e t] = E'~yo~fk(t)J k, where fk(t)'s satisfy the equations (9a). 
m X ) 
1 
m-1 
= E A( t )M I  kM- '  = 
k=0 
m-1 m-1 
E fk ( t ) (M JM-1)  k = E fk ( t )  Ak. 
k=0 k=0 
COROLLARY 2. Matrices with the same minimal polynomial- - in particu- 
lar, similar matr ices--have xactly the same explicit formula (9). 
Proof. The assertion is clearly true, since the proofs of Lemma 4 and 
Theorem 2 are based on the minimal polynomial. In particular, similar 
matrices have the same minimal polynomial and thus must satisfy the same 
formula. • 
In Theorem 2 we attempted to expand e tA in terms of the matrices 
L A . . . . .  A m- 1. If { A o, A 1 . . . . .  Am-1} is another set of matrices panning 
the same subspace, then there exist analytic functions fk ( t )  such that 
m-1 
e tA= E fk ( t )A  k. (12) 
k=0 
If the eigenvalues AI, Az . . . . .  A r are known, it is usually more convenient to 
express e tA in terms of polynomials in (A - A~I)'s. In the following we will 
establish results similar to Corollary 2. 
LEMMA 5. LetB ,  Ak, Bk ~"X" ,k=O,  1 . . . . .  m- I. I fM-1AM=B,  
and M- iAkM = B k for  all k = O, 1 . . . . .  m - 1, then 
m-1 m-1 
eta = E fk ( t )Ak  ¢* etB = E A( t )Bk  • 
k=0 k=0 
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Proof. 
tkB k ® tk (M-1AM)  k ~ tk (M- IAkM)  
etS= E k! = E k! = E k! 
k=0 k=0 k=O 
I m-' l = M -I ~., ---~-. M = M- letaM -- M - I  E fk ( t )Ak  M 
k~O • k=O 
m-1  
= ~_, fk ( t ) (M- 'AkM)  = 
k=O 
m-1  
~., A ( t )Bk .  
k=0 
PROPOSITION 1. Let Pk(A), k = 0 . . . . .  m - 1, be polynomials in A such 
that 
m-1 
eta = E A( t )Pk(  A) • ,(13) 
k=0 
I f  B is a matrix similar to A, then 
e tB = 
m-1 
E A( t )Pk(  B).  
k=O 
In other words, the exponentials of similar matrices have the same explicit 
formula (13). 
Proof. Let M ~ ~, ,x ,  be such that M-1AM = B. It is clear that 
M-1Pk(A)M = Pk(B) for all k = 0, 1 . . . . .  m - 1. The formula for e tB then 
follows immediately from Lemma 5. • 
REMARK 1. Thanks to Proposition 1, in deriving explicit formulas for e tA 
in terms of polynomials Pk(A), we may assume that A is already in its Jordan 
normal form. This will greatly reduce the complexity of our discussions. 
THEOREM 3. I f  A has distinct eigenvalues h I . . . . .  A~ and MA(x) = 
1-I~= l(x -- hj)m#, then 
=,[ (14) 
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where f k, o( t ), f k, 1( t ) . . . . .  f k, m, - 1(t) satisfy 
i t ~ 
i=0,1  . . . . .  m k -  1, (14a)k 
~re~hk =1 . . . . .  r. 
Proof. We may assume, as in the proof of Lemma 4, that A = 
Jml(A1) • .-. • jm (A~) • A' where A' is the direct sum of the other Jordan 
blocks. For each k = 1 . . . . .  r, l]~=l j . k (A -  AjI)% is equal to 0 except 
for the kth diagonal block, which is upper triangular with elements on the 
ith upper diagonal all equal to 
i = 0,1 . . . . .  m k - 1, 
by Lemma 3. The kth diagonal block of (A -Ak I ) "  is equal to 0 
except that it has all l's on the sth upper diagonal. Thus (A -  AkI) ' 
I ]~=l , j .k (A  -- AjI)mj is equal to 0 except hat the kth diagonal block has 
nonzero elements on or above the sth upper diagonals. For i = s, s + 1, 
. . . .  m k - 1, the elements on the ith upper diagonal are all equal to 
aE//~k,(,_s) j :  ~ aj 
On the ith upper diagonal of the kth diagonal block, Equation (14) is 
reduced to the ith equation of the system (14a) k. [] 
Note that the systems (14a) k and (14a) h are independent for k # h, i.e., 
the functions f~, ~(t), s = 0 . . . . .  m k - 1, and fh, ~(t), s = 0 . . . . .  m h -- 1, can 
be solved for independently. Moreover, the systems (14a) k are triangular. 
Hence they are in general much simpler to solve than (9a). 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let A be similar to 
0 /z " 
0 0 
Then Ma(x) = (x - A)2(x - /x )  2. By Theorem 3, we have 
e 'A = [A ,o ( t ) z  +A,~( t ) (A  - ~I) ] (A  - . I )  ' 
+ [A ,o ( t ) I  +f~, , ( t ) (A  - M)] (A  - X/)  2, 
where fl, o(t), fl, ,(t), f~, o(t), and f~, l(t) satisfy 
A,o(t ) (A _~)z  =eAt, 
f , ,o ( t ) [2 (x  - , ) ]  +A l ( t ) (x  - , ) '  = te A', 
f2 ,o ( t ) (  t~ - 4) 2 = e ~'t, 
f z ,o ( t ) [2 (  ~ - 4)1 +A, l ( t ) (  ~ - x) ~ =te" ' .  
Solving this system, we have 
e At 
A,o(t) = (4  - ~)2 ,  
e~' ( 2) 
fl'l(t) = (A- / z )  2 t A - /x  ' 
e ~t 
fe,o(t) = (x  -~)~' 
e ~'' [ 2 ) 
f~'l(t) = (A = be)21 t + A----~ " 
(15) 
(15a) 
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The systems (14a) k are especially simple for these two cases: 
1. A has only a single eigenvalue. 
2. A has m distinct eigenvalues, i.e., A is diagonalizable. 
In these two eases, Theorem 3 implies the following two well-known 
results [1]. 
COROLLAr~Y 3. I f  A has a single eigenvalue A, then 
m-1 t k 
eta = eat IF-, -~..( A - AI) k (16) 
k=O 
Proof. In this case, Equation (14) becomes 
e tA 
m-1 
E f , , ( t ) (A  - xI)'. 
s=O 
For all s = 0, 1 . . . . .  i, the only nonempty H~l)(i - s) is when s = i, which 
corresponds to a I = 0. Hence (14a) x becomes 
t i 
f l , i ( t )  ~--- e A t -  
i ! '  
i=0 ,1  . . . . .  m-1 .  
COROLLARY 4 (Lagrange interpolation). I f  A has m distinct eigenvalues 
)h . . . . .  A m, then Ma(x) = rli~=l(X - )t~), and 
,. m A-A j I  
etA= k=XE rl "j l 
je-k 
(17) 
Proof. In this case, Equation (14) becomes 
r 
e tA= Efk,o(t)I-I(a-xfl), 
k=l  j= l  
j~bk 
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and Equation (14a) k becomes 
fk,o(t) f i (hk - -  h j )=e  A~t 
j= l  
j~k 
for all k = 1 . . . . .  r. Equation (17) then follows immediately. 
It is easy to expand (16) to obtain a formula in terms of powers of A. 
COROLLARY 5. If A has a single eigenvalue A, then 
m-1 ( tk m-k-1 (--_~_t)J I 
etA=eXt E -~. E Ak. 
k=o j=o J! ] 
(16') 
Proof. Suppose that 
m-1 t k m-1 
k__~ ° ~.v(A - AI) k :  k~___ofk(t)Ak. 
By direct expansion, we have for all k = 0, 1 . . . . .  m - 1 
m-l t i ( )  m-1 t i 
i = E k ! ( i -k ) !  ( A ( t )  = E ~.t k ( - -h) ' -k  --h)'-k i=k i=k 
t k ra-l-k (__)tt)J 
E 
j=0 J~ " 
If the largest Jordan block Jm ()k) of A is large compared to the Jordan 
blocks of the other eigenvalues, tfaen it may be more convenient to use the 
terms (A - AI) k, k = 0, 1 . . . . .  m~ - 1, in the formula, as in the following 
theorems. 
THEOREM 4. If A has two distinct eigenvalues )t and Ix and MA(x) = 
(x -- A)mffx -- ~)m,, then 
m,-  1 tJ Imp- 1 ] 
etA ~-"  j=0E eXt-~(3. A - AI) j + [ k~0 fk(t) (  A - IxI) k J( A - )kI) m~, 
(18) 
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where the f k ( t )'s satisfy 
i ( )  }[)m~-i+k t' ma- l t J l j l (  }t)j_, 
~ofk(t) mx k ( ~ -- = el~t-~ -- eXt E ~ -- 
= i 2. j=0 J! ~i] 
(18a) 
for all i = 0 . . . . .  m.  - 1. 
Proof. We may assume that A = Jm,(A) $ Jm (be) • A' as before. Let 
the coefficient of (A -  A1) j in (18) be gj(t), f=  0,1 . . . .  , rex -  1. We 
observe that for all the matrix products involved in (18), only (A - I ) iA  has 
1 on the j th upper diagonal in the first diagonal block. Otherwise the j th  
upper diagonal is 0. Equation (18) then implies, by Lemma 2, that 
t j 
= e * t -  . (19) gj(t) jT 
In the second diagonal block, we note that (A - bel)k(A - A I )  ma has on the 
ith upper diagonal, by Lemma 1 and Corollary 2, the element 
i - k ( Ix - ~)m~-i+k, 
and ( A - A I)J has 
there. Hence for each i = 0 . . . . .  mg - 1, Equation (18) on the ith upper 
diagonal is translated into 
(m,) 
fk ( t )  i - k  (Ix + gj(t) (be - A) j - '  = egt~,  
j=0 
which is exactly (18a) by (19). Once again, the third diagonal block has been 
"covered" by the other two. • 
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THEOREM 5. If A has distinct eigenvalues A, A 1 . . . . .  A r and Ma(x) = 
m A r (x - )0 l-Ii=l(x - hi), then 
e tA 
rex-1 AttJ  [ r 
j~=O e 7 (  A - AI) j+  ~ [fk(t)i~=l( k=~t ;;k 
a - x,z)](a - xz) m*, 
(9,0) 
where 
A( t )  = 
m~-I [ (Ak_  A)t]J} 
(A k m. 1 exit __ eX t ~. 
- ,) n,=~,,,,~(,~- ,,) 7~ j=O 
(20a) 
for all k --- 1, 2 . . . . .  r. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that A = Jinx(A) (9 
(A l) (9 "" (9 (A r) (9 A', where A' is the direct sum of the other Jordan 
blocks. Let the coefficient of (A -  AI)J be g,(t), j = 0, 1 . . . . .  m A -1 .  
Since for all the matrix products in (20), only (A - AI)J has 1 on the j th  
upper diagonal of the first diagonal block, we have 
t j 
e At __ gj(t) = j! 
by Lemma 2. For each k = 1 . . . . .  r, all the 1st . . . . .  ( r  + 1)st diagonal blocks 
of 
i=1 
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except he (k + 1)st are equal to O. In the (k + 1)st block, the only element 
m A 7" is equal to (A k - A) I-Ii=l,i~k(Ak -- Ai). In the same position, (A - AI)J 
has (A k - A) ). Hence Equation (20) in that position becomes 
eAk t 
m x -- 1 
E g j ( t ) (x~ - x)J +A( t ) (x~ - x )~f I (Ak  - x , ) ,  
j=0 i:~ 
which implies (20a). • 
The following corollary treats the case when A has two distinct eigenval- 
ues, exactly one of which has multiplicity 1. It follows from either Theorem 4 
or 5. It has been given in [1], where the proof is different from ours. 
COROLLARY 6. If  A has two distinct eigenvaIues A and MA(x)= 
(x - A)m-I(x - /z), then 
m-2 t k 
eta = eat E ~. ( A -- AI) k 
k=0 
+ 
e/Xt e At 
/~)m-  1 /~)m-- 1 (~ - (~  - 
m-2 t j ) 
j~o -J-f ( A - X l )  ~-  
(21) 
Proof. Setting k = 1, )t 1 =/z,  and noting that m A = m - 1, we obtain 
(21) directly from (20). • 
REMARK 2. In the foregoing discussions, we assumed the knowledge of 
MA(x), i.e., the sizes of the largest Jordan blocks of the eigenvalues. How- 
ever, the same arguments can be applied if only PA(X) is known. That means 
our discussions could have been based on the multiplicities of the eigenvalues 
instead. Of course, the formula thus obtained would be 
n-1  
etA= E f~(t)A k, 
k=0 
whose degree is n - 1 (n >t m). Consequently, more analytic functions could 
possibly be introduced, and the resulting system of equations could be larger. 
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Nevertheless, according to the following proposition, 5".k=of~(t)An-1, k mod 
MA(A) would be the same as (9), which means we would end up with the 
same expression for e ta  . 
PROPOSITION 2. Equation (9)/s unique for  eta .  
Proof. Suppose 5"/~--olfk(t)Ak = e tA = E~jo~gk(t)A k, for all t >/0. Then 
m--1 Ek=o[ fk ( t ) - -gk( t ) ]A  k =0.  It follows that fk ( t )=g~(t )  for all k = 
0, 1 . . . . .  m - 1, for otherwise A would satisfy a polynomial of degree less 
than m, violating the definition of MR(x). • 
4. THE EXPONENTIAL OF A 3 × 3 MATRIX 
For a 2 x 2 matrix A, Bernstein and So [3] gave formulas for e ta in 
terms of either the eigenvalues or the entries of A. In this section, we will do 
the same for a 3 × 3 matrix A, using the method developed in Section 3. 
Let v ~ W r. We will use D(v) to denote the Vandermonde determinant 
1 1 ... 1 
Vl v2 ... v r 
det 
15~ -1  1)~ -1  . . .  1) r -1  
It is well known that 
D(v)  = I - I  (~  - ~).  
l~ i< j6r  
(z2) 
. 
THEOREM 6. Let A ~ ~,3×3. We have the following cases: 
A has a single eigenvalue A. 
(a) I f  MR(x) = (x -- A), then 
e ta  = eat I .  (e3) 
(b) I fMA(x)  = (x -- A) ~, then 
e tA = eXt[t(A - AI)  + I]  (24) 
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OF 
e tA = eXt[tA + (1 - At)I].  (2,) 
(c) I f  Ma(x)  = (x - A) 3, then [,2 ] 
e tA = e at -~(A  - h i )  2 + t (A  - X I )  4- I (25) 
07" 
e tA =e xt ~A ~+ (1 -Xt ) tA+ [1 -x t+ l (At )2 ] I  . (25') 
2. A has two distinct eigenvalues X and Ix. 
(a) I f  MA(x) = (x -- X)(x -- Ix), then 
e At _ et~t 
e tA (A  - hi)  + eXt l  (26) 
A - Ix  
or  
e xt _ e I~t }Le p~t _ IX eat  
e tA A + I. (26') 
A- IX  A - Ix  
(b) l fMa(x)  = (x - h)2(x - Ix), then 
text  eat  - elZt 1 
e tA Ix.2) ( A - A I )  2 + eXt[t( A - A I )  + I ]  (27) 
A Ix (x 
o1" 
e tA 
1 
I x )2{[e~' t -e  xt + (A -  Ix)teXt]A 2 
(x -  
+ [2X(e x' - e~')  + ( IX~ - X~)te x' ] A 
+[ AZe ~'' + IxZeXt- 2AIXe xt + AIX( A - Ix ) teXt ] I} .  (27') 
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3. A has three distinct eigenvalues *, Ix, and v. Then MA(X) = (x  -- *) 
(x  -- IxXx - v), and we have 
, , (a  - I x1) ( ,  - , , t)  
e tA  ~ e '  
(, - Ix)(, - ~) 
+ e~, ( a - X I ) (  a - ,,I) 
( ix  - x ) ( ix  - ~) 
+evt (A  - * / ) (A  - IXI) 
(~-  , ) (~-  Ix) , 
(28) 
or  
1 
e tA  
D( A, IX, u) 
X {[( IX - l~)e xt 4- ( v - *)e ~t + ( *  - Ix)e ~t ] A 2 
+[(/ / . ,2_ v2)eXt + (t..2_ ,2)e~t + ( ,2_  IX2)e~t]A 
+[( ix2u_ ixu~)eXt+ (1.2,_  u,~)e~t+ (A2 ix_ , ix2)e~t] i} .  (28') 
Proof. 1: The formulas follow from Corollaries 3 and 5. 
2: Equations (26) and (27) follow from Corollary 6. Equations (26') and 
(27') follow from (26) and (27) respectively. Alternatively, (26') and (27') may 
be derived from Theorem 2 by solving 
* f l ( t )  + fo ( t )  = e xt, 
I x f l ( t )  + fo ( t )  = e ~, 
and 
*2f2(t) + )tfl(t) +fo(t) = e xt, 
2*fz(t) + f l ( t )  = te xt, 
Ix~f2(t) + Ixf l(t)  +fo ( t )  = e" ,  
respectively. 
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3: Equation (28) follows from Corollary 4, and (28') follows either from 
the direct expansion of (28) or from Theorem 2 on solving the system of 
equations 
Azf2(t) + Afl(t ) +f0( t )  = e xt, 
I x2 f2( t )  + I z f l ( t  ) +f0( t )  = e ~t, 
uz f2 ( t )  + v f l ( t  ) +f0( t )  = e ~t. 
To illustrate the claims in Remark 2, we note that (25) becomes (23) or 
(24), and hence (25') becomes (23) or (24'), given the respective minimal 
polynomials. Equations (27) and (27') can be rewritten as 
e tA  = 
e ~t - e xt + (A - i z ) te  ~t 
- 
( a - a I ) (  a - 
+ 
e At _ e m Ae  m - -  ~e  At 
A+ I .  
A- i t  A -  t~ 
Hence if MA(x)  = (x  -- A IXx  - l z I ) ,  then (A  - A I ) (A  - /zI) = 0. Equa- 
tions (28) and (28') then become (26). 
To characterize e ta  by its entries, we let 
i ) all  a12 a13 A= a2l a22 az3 . (29) ~ a31 a32 a33 
Then the characteristic equation is 
x 3 +bx ~ +cx+d=O,  (30) 
where 
b = - (a l l  +a22 +a33 ), 
c = a l ia22 + a~2a3z + aua33 - a12azl  - a23a32 - a13a31, (30a) 
d = -det  A. 
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Setting x = y - b /3 ,  we can transform (30) into 
where 
y3+Ey+F=O,  
b 2 bc 2b 3 
E =c- - -  F=d- - -+- -  
3 '  3 27 
The solutions of (31) are given by 
where 
Yl = U + V, Yz = o)U + o)2V, Y3 = t°2U + eoV, 
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(31) 
(31a) 
(32)  
3• F 1 ~/ 4E 3 u= , F 1 ~ 4E 3 V= 2 2 F2+ 2----7" 
(33) 
1 1 (vrff/2)i]. (See for example [12] for and o~ = - ~ + (vrff/2)i [to ~ z 
details.) Therefore the eigenvalues of A are 
b b b 
A 1 = U+V 3 '  A2 wU+ ~o2V 3 '  and A a oJ2U+ ~oV 3 
(34) 
THEOREM 7. Let A ~ ~,3x3 be given by (29). 
1. I f  E = F = 0 (hence F z + 4E3//27 = 0), then e tA has the formulas (25) 
and (25') where )t = -b  /3 .  
2. I f  F = 0 and E ~ 0 (hence F 2 + 4E3//27 4: 0), thene  tA has the formu-  
/as (28) and (28') where )t = -b / /3 ,  ix = -b /3  + I[-Ei, and u = 
-b / /3  - ~/-Ei. 
3. I f  F ~ 0 and F 2 + 4E3/27 = 0, then e tA has the formulas (27) and 
(27') where )t = 32q~ - b//3 and I~ = - 32~ff - b//3. 
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. I f  F q= 0 and F ~ + 4E3/27  ~= 0, then we have the fol lowing subcases: 
(a) I f  U = o~ZV, then e ta has the formulas (27) and (27') where 
)t = (1 + oJ~)V - b /3  and Iz = 2oJV - b /3 .  
(b) I f  U = coV, then e ta has the formulas (27) and (27') where A = 
(1 + oJ)V - b /3  and tz = 2oJ2V - b /3 .  
(c) Otherwise e ta has the formulas (28) and (28') where A = U + V - 
b /3 ,  tz = oJU + oJ2V - b /3 ,  and v = oJ2U + oJV - b /3 .  
Proof. The assertions are true by Theorem 6 because of the following 
observations. 
1: I f  E = F = 0, then obviously U = V = 0 and hence ~1 = /~2 -=~ /~3" 
2: I f F=0and E~0,  thenU= E1/~3~0andV= - ~¢=0.  By 
direct computation using (34), we have A 1 = b/3 ,  ~2 = -b /3  + vt-Ei, and 
A 3 = -b /3  - I/-Ei, and they are all distinct. 
3: I f  Fq=0 and F ~ +4E3/27=0,  then U=V4=0.  We have A 1 4= 
A~ = )t 3. 
4: I f  F 4 :0  and F 2 + 4E3/27  4= 0, then U q= V. Hence A 2 4= A 3. How- 
ever, A z = A 2 if U = co2V, and A l = A 3 if U = o~V. In these two cases, (27) 
and (27') apply. Otherwise, the three eigenvalues are distinct and so (28) and 
(28') apply. • 
5. THE EXPONENTIAL  OF A 4 × 4 MATRIX 
. 
THEOREM 8. Let A ~ ~4x4. We have the fol lowing cases: 
A has a single eigenvalue h. 
(a) I fMa(x)  = (x  - h)', i = 1,2, 3, then e ta satisfies (23), (24) [(24')], 
and (25) [(25')] respectively. 
(b) I fMa(x)  = (x  - ~)4, then 
e ta=e at - -~- (A -  AI)a + "~(  A - AI)2 + t (  A - A I )  + I , (35) 
or  
{ t~ A 3 t 2 [ e ta = e at ~ -t- ~-(1  -- At )A  2 + t 1 - At + 
+ 11 - At + 
( At) 2 
7 t 
2 1 A 
} I . 6 (35') 
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. A has two dist inct eigenvalues A and Iz. 
(a) I f  Ma(x)  = (x  - h) (x  - Ix), then e ta satisfies (26) and (26'). 
(b) I f  Ma(x)  = (x  - A)=(x - /x), then e ta satisfies (27) and (27'). 
(c) I fMa(x)  = (x  - h)a(x - /*) ,  then 
[ ] e ta=e at I+t (A -h I )  + -~- (A -A I )  2 +f( t ) (A -h I )  a , (36) 
where 
e t[ t2] 
f ( t )  = ( /z -A)  a ( / zSA)  3 1 + ( / * -  h ) t+ ( / * -h )2 -~ - . (36a) 
. 
(d) I f  Ms(x )  = (x  - A)2(x - / , )2,  then e ta satisflzes (15). 
A has three dist inct eigenvalues A, t*, and v. 
(a) I f  MA(x)  = (x  -- hXx  - l zXx  - u), then e ta satisfws (28) and 
(28'). 
(b) I fMa(x)  = (x  - h)Z(x - I zXx  - u), then 
e ta = eXt[ I  + t (A  - hI) l  
+[ f l ( t ) (A -  u I )  +fz ( t ) (A - /x I ) ] (A -  hi)  2, (37) 
where  
f l ( t )  : 
e ~t - eat[1 + (~ - A)t] 
( ~ - x)~( ~, - ~) 
e ~t - eat[1 + (v -  a)t] 
k( t )  = (~ _ x )~(~ _ ~)  
4. A has four  dist inct eigenvalues A, Ix, u, and 3. Then 
uA(~)  -- (x  - ;O(x  - ~) (x  - ~ , ) (x  - 8 ) ,  
(37a) 
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and we have 
, , (a  - u , t ) (a  - , , z ) (a  - s t )  
e tA  = e '  
(x  - ~) (x  - ~) (~ - 8)  
+ e m ( A - A I ) (  A - v I ) (  A - 81) 
( ~ - x ) (  ~ - ~) (  ~ - 8 )  
+ e~t(A  - A I ) (A  - l z I ) (A  - 6 I )  
+ ~, , (a  - ,~x) (a  - ~t ) (a  - , , I )  (38)  
(8  - x ) (8  - ~ , ) (8  - v )  
Proof. The results are immediate consequences of Theorem 5, Corollar- 
ies 3, 4, 5, 6, and Example 4. • 
To characterize  tA with entries of A alone when n = 4, the description 
will be quite complex. To simplify the discussion, let us introduce the 
following notation: 
Cj (n )  A the set of all j-combinations from {1, 2 . . . . .  n}. 
Let B ~ ~,nx,. For each a ~ Cl(n), define B' a to be the matrix obtained 
from B by deleting rows and columns a 1 . . . . .  aj. An explicit expression for 
PB(x) can be derived using this notation. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  B ~ W"x n, then 
PB(x) = ~2".(-1)k( ]~ detB'a)x k. (39) 
k ffi 0 a E Ck(n)  
Proof. We observe that the constant erm in the characteristic polyno- 
mial of any matrix is the determinant of that matrix. Let PB(x) = ~,~=ock x k. 
For each k = 0, 1, . . . ,  n, choosing an a ~ Ck(n) and taking -x  from the 
a 1 . . . . .  akth diagonal elements of B -x I ,  we will have a term of x k in 
PB(x). The coefficient of this x k term is ( -1 )  k multiplied by the constant 
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term of PB.(x), which by the above observation is equal to det B' a. Since all 
x k terms in PB(x)  can be obtained this way, we have 
c k = ( - 1) k 
This completes the proof. 
Let  
det B' a. 
a e Ck(n) 
I ' al I aim a13 a14 A= a21 a22 a~3 a24 (40) 
l a31 a32 a33 a34 
~a41 a42 a43 a44 
The characteristic equation of A, by Proposition 3, is 
x4 + bx 3 + cx ~ + dx +f= 0, (41) 
where 
b = - (an  +a~+a3a+a44) ,  
c = det .4'1, 9 + det A'I, 3 + det .4'1,4 + det A'~, a + det A'~, 4 + det A'a, 4, 
d = - (det  A' 1 + det A'~ + det A' a + det A'4), (41a) 
f=  detA.  
Completing the square on the left side of (41), we have 
x~ + "~ = "-~ - c x2 - dx - f .  (49,) 
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We can introduce an undetermined y and add (x 2 + bx /2)y  + y~/4 to 
both sides of (42), getting 
( x~+ + x~+ T y+- -~ 
= -c+y + -~-d  +- -~- f .  (43) 
If the discriminant of the right-hand side is zero, i.e., 
y3 _ cy3 + (bd - 4 f )y  - bf z ÷ 4c f -  d 2 = 0, (44) 
then the right-hand side is a perfect square. Using the same techniques as in 
Section 4, we find 
zx ~ F 1~ 4E 3 ~ F 1~ 4E 3 c (45) 
r= - ~ + ~ F2+ 2"--7"- + 2 2 F2+"~ - + 5 
to be a root of (44), where 
c ~ c (ba-4 f )  2c 3 
E =bd-4 f+ ~ F= -b2f+4cf -d  2 + 
3 '  3 27 
(45a) 
Equation (43) can then be changed to 
bx r ~2 
x 2 + -~ + ~)  = (px  +q)Z,  (46) 
where 
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(See [12] for details.) From (46) we get 
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( r )  
x~+ ___p x+ ~ +q =0, (4'7') 
which gives four eigenvalues: 
where 
1( b 
ax = ~ -~ -p+ 
~ = ~ -~ -p -  
1( b V~_~- ) 
x3 = g -~ +p + 
1( b y/_~-) 
h4=g -~+p-  , 
(48) 
b 2 
A1 = -T +bp+p2-2r -4q '  
b 2 
4 
bp +p~-2r+4q.  
(48a) 
The confluence of the eigenvalues )q,..., )~4 is quite complicated to 
determine. In Figure 1 we use a decision tree to exhaust all possible 
scenarios. The results are by direct calculations, and hence the proof of 
Theorem 9 below will be omitted. 
THEOREM 9. Let A ~ ~,.x,~ be given by (40). Referring to the cases in 
Figure 1, e tA satis3%s the formulas specified below: 
(C1) Equation (35) or (35') where )t = -b /4 .  
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/%1 =0 
At#0 
FIG. 1. 
A~ =0 
A2 #0 
Aa=0 
A2 # o 
p == o (el) At = A2 = A3 = A4 
(C2) A, = A2, and A~ = A4 
p#o 
4p 2 = A2 
(C3) At = A2 
(C4) A~ = A2 = X3 (or ~)  
4p 2 #A2 
41, 2 = A2 
(c5) x, = x~ 
(C6) ~* (or A2) = A~ = 
4r ~ #a,  
p=0 
(C7) AI = As, and A~ = A4 I 
At 
I [ p2=A~ (C8) Xt=~,ora==A~ 
p # 0 I (C9) All all, tinct 
e ~ # A, 
2p # ~(v"AS + V'AD 
f (C10) All distinct 
2P = V~t + Vr~ (Cll) AI = X4 
At # A~ / 
2p = ±(V'AS+ V-a-D [ (on)  x2 = As 
2p = -,/'aTl - V'a'i 
Decision tree for the confluence of eigenvalues (n = 4). 
(C2) Equation (15) where 
b p 
A 
4 2 
(C3) Equation (37) where 
A = 
b p 1 [  b 
4 2' ' =21-2 
(C4) Equation (36) where 
b 
A= 
4 
and 
b p 
/ z=- -  +- - .  
4 2 
+.  + 
and v= - ~ + p - . 
b 3p 
and / z= - -  + ~.  
4 2 
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(C5) Equation (37) where 
A = __  
b p 
+- -  
4 2 '  
1( ~ ~1 Ix= -~ -p+ , 
x(b ) 
and v= -2  -P  - ~ " 
(C6) Equation (36) where 
A = _ _ 
b p 
+m 
4 2 
and 
b 3p 
4 2 
(C7) Equation (15) where 
b 
A 4+V~I  and IX 
b 
4 4"~-'" 
(C8) Equation (37) where 
A = __  
b 
4 '  
b 
IX 4+P,  and v 
b 
4 P" 
(C9) Equation (38) where 
1( ~ ~) 
A= -2  -P+ ' 
1( ~ ~) 
g = -~ -p  - , 
v= -~+p+ , 8= -~+p-  . 
(C10) Equation (38) where 
~= -~ -p+ , 
1( b ~)  
~=~ -~-p -  , 
1( b ~) 
~= - ~ + p +  , 8= -~+p-  . 
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(Cl l )  Equation (37) where 
1 b 
(C12) Equat ion (37) where 
A = - -~  -p  - , 
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I~ = - -~  - p - , 
and v= - ~ + p + . 
-p+ , 
and v= - ~ + p - . 
6. CONCLUSION 
We have discussed a computational procedure for the matrix exponential 
e tA which requires only linear algebra to understand. Explicit formulas in 
various forms have been derived by solving systems of linear equations. As 
applications, we have derived explicit formulas for n = 3 and n = 4. In each 
case, the formulas have been given as polynomials in A in terms of its 
eigenvalues. A characterization f e tA has been also given, based on the 
entries of A alone. 
The scope of our formulas is more extensive than those we found in the 
literatures. In particular, the discussions of 4-by-4 matrices are the first such 
efforts. The techniques used in this research is applicable to the evaluation of 
other matrix functions defined by infinite series. The fruitfulness in these 
directions needs further investigation. 
On the other hand, numerical issues were not discussed in this paper, It is 
clear that with the explicit formulas, truncation errors can be avoided while 
roundoff errors still remain. Roundoff errors alone can drastically affect the 
confluence of eigenvalues, and hence the applicability of the formulas. 
However, from the theoretical points of view, an explicit formula can express 
the entries of e tA as  analytic functions of t, which are much better than 
numerical approximations on a discrete time domain. This in turn can help 
better understand the system which Equation (1) models. 
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